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Course Outline

Intuitive Healing Level 2 is a continuation of Intuitive Healing Level. The content for the
course follows the same format as Level 1:
•
•
•
•

Four audio lessons with suggested home practices followed by a practical workshop
and Usui Reiki level 2 attunements.
Video updates ‘from the vault’ (from previous rounds of IH 2) that explore different
ideas and questions
Inclusion in a ‘secret’ IH 2 Group where additional content is shared and new videos
updated in response to thread discussions
A 2-day attunement workshop in traditional USUI Reiki practices

Upon accomplishing the requirements of Level 2, you will be able to offer Intuitive Healing to
clients. Intuitive Healing Level 3 Master Training will be offered in 2021 and can only be
attained after you have established your offering and gained real experience in intuitively
healing others. At least a 6-12 month integration period and active service is required.
If you are already attuned to Reiki level 2 or another healing modality, or if you are based
outside of Singapore and have access to a good Reiki Master who can attune you, and
would like to develop your intuitive reading skills to compliment your practice, the audio
lessons are also available on their own (if you have taken the level 1 audios).

Audio Lesson content:

Week 1:
- Stepping into the role as healer
- Identifying and working with Healing Guides
- Types of intuitive guidance
Week 2:
- Cho Ku Rei - the power symbol
- The Akash - field of all - enfoldments
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- Vibrational grids
- Karmic patterns
Week 3:
-Sei Hei Ki - the emotion symbol
- Syncing with the Moon cycle for healing
-Lucid dreaming
-Developing your spiritual markers and medicine bag
Week 4:
- Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen - the path finder
- Bridging, pathfinding and quantum shifting
- Boundary of awareness and the energy body
- Handling big shit- Staying in Oneness

Intuitive Healing Level 2 and attunements is offered for $500
Intuitive Healing Level 2 (audios only) is offered for $320
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